NH3 Running Gear Buyers Guide
What should you look for when purchasing new anhydrous tank gears?
Not All Are Created Equal
Frame The frame is one of the most important parts of the gear. Many frames are constructed of I-beam.
Although I-beam is strong vertically, it offers very little strength against twists in the frame due to field usage.
Over time, the repeated twisting may cause critical frame welds to crack, leaving you with needed repairs.
Circle K frames are constructed entirely of rectangular tubing. Depending on the model either 8”x3”x3/8”,
10”x3”x3/8”, or 12”x4”x3/8” rectangular tube is used. Compared to an I-beam, rectangular tube has two
sidewalls vertically, which greatly increases its strength and reduces frame twist.

Brand X I-Beam Frame

Circle K Heavy Wall Tube Frame

Frame Changes It was brought to our attention that competitors trailers with I-beam frames were cracking
and breaking where the neck torsion tube welded to the main I-beam frame. Our new design passes the nearly
½” thick torsion tube through the inside wall of the rectangle tube and has a laser cut key that locks into the
exterior wall of the rectangle tube and is plug welded from the outside. We also weld inside of the rectangle
tube before it is end capped. Circle K is the first to offer this type of joint. If you have had problems with this
area of your I-beam trailer, please take a look at our design. Refer to the drawing below for details.

Main Frame Side Tube
Neck Torsion Tube Passes
through inside sidewall to
outside wall

Plug Key Weld Locks Tube On outside

Also Welded on Inside
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Neck Design
There is currently a new ASABE NH3 standard being written, with a proposal that will require the hose from
trailer bulkhead to toolbar to not touch the tongue and not be supported or tied to the tongue. The only way to
achieve that is to move the bulkhead on the front of the trailer back 17” from the front axle pivot point. If you
look at a hose end valve assembly (pictured above), there is 17” of solid non flexing parts until you reach the
hose that will flex. Most trailers on the market are built with the bulkhead too far forward in relation to the axle
pivot point. This in return places the flexible part of the hose end valve forward, causing the hose to be too long
when the trailer is pulled straight and too short when the tongue makes a sharp turn. Traditional trailers not
only create a dangerous hose hookup, they fail to meet new standards and possibly state laws. Circle K’s
involvement on this committee has enabled us to design a new trailer neck that satisfies these upcoming
changes.
Fifth Wheel Pivot
Every Brand of NH3 Trailers Available Today Have Loose, Weld Warped 5th Wheel Plate Areas, which is one
of the most important parts on the trailer. Some use a semi king pin with less than 1.5” of vertical pin contact.
Until Now

Cast Pivot

Circle K Mfg. Co is proud to be an industry leader in bringing you a Heavy-Duty Precision Machined Cast 5th
Wheel Assembly. We have field tested this casting for a year now with great results. It is machined from high
alloy castings with twice the tensile strength of regular steel to .010” tolerance. That means our new fifth wheel
pivot has no weld warp and no gap that you see in competitors equipment. Even better, we incorporate a 16”
diameter 3/8” thick poly disc between our pivoting surfaces with no grease required. This is one more way
Circle K Mfg. Co strives to offer you the best NH3 trailers available.
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Tires The type of tires your new anhydrous tank gear is equipped with greatly affects its performance. Ag
implement tires have been used on NH3 tanks for years, and we all know just how well they hold up. Circle K
combats this ongoing tire problem by only using super single truck tires on all of their running gears. The super
singles are usually 20 ply rating compared to most implement tire ratings of less than 10 ply. One of the biggest
benefits of super single truck tires used by Circle K, is their decreased compaction of the soil. With anhydrous
wagons becoming larger and often hauling up to 3000 gallons, compaction becomes a major concern. The
traditional implement tire has a domed tread pattern, which concentrates all of the weight in a narrow band
approx. 6” wide. The super single tires used by Circle K spread out the weight over a 16” wide footprint,
greatly reducing compaction.

Brand X Implement Tire

Circle K Super Single Tire

Wheels Wheel quality is often overlooked when purchasing new NH3 running gears. Many manufacturers are
using cheap wheels with the wheel dish stamped from 3/16” thick material and only welded with stitch welds
around the inside. Circle K heavy-duty wheels have a center dish that is ½” thick and continually welded
around the inside to the outer wheel. Although single 1000 gallon NH3 tanks traditionally use the lighter
weight wheels, today’s larger, double tank wagons and larger capacity tanks require heavier wheels. Last year
we shipped over 100 wheels and tires to customers with other brands of running gears with the thinner wheel.
The customer’s wheel dishes broke out within two years of purchase; our heavy-duty wheel with a super single
tire was their solution. To date we have never had a customer report a damaged wheel dish.

Brand X Wheel

Circle K Heavy Duty Titan Wheel

(Notice the dish is only partially welded)
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Steps Circle K gears come standard with large, easy to use steps, constructed of OSHA approved grip strut
plank. This step material offers the best grip when wet or dirty. Other manufacturers try to cut corners by
welding on a smooth pipe or small flat sheet metal step. If you offer anhydrous to retail customers, operator
safety, liability, and ease of use becomes very important.

Brand X Side Step

Circle K Side Step

Paint All Circle K products are constructed of brand new rust free steel. After welding the frames, all weld
splatter is removed. This is one more way the workmanship and pride shows in our finished product. The
frames then undergo a 4-step wash process to prepare the steel for paint. Circle K uses only the best epoxy
primer and urethane paint topcoat to ensure your investment looks great for years to come. Standard color is
Circle K Tan, and other colors are available on request.

Brakes With all of the discussion right now in state legislatures, brakes are something to consider. Depending
on the state brakes may or may not be required at this point. Like most manufacturers, Circle K offers brakes as
an option. What makes Circle K running gears different from others, is that every running gear built by Circle
K comes standard with brake provisions, even if brakes were not ordered initially. All Circle K gears come
standard with a brake actuator tongue, rear hubs tapped for brake drums, and rear spindles with brake backing
plates already welded into place. Due to their added cost, other manufacturers do not include these three
features, unless you purchased their brake option add-on. Therefore, in the future, if a customer originally
purchased a Circle K gear without brakes, and is then required to add brakes, the process is much simpler and
less expensive. If you had to add brakes to another brand’s running gear, you would be required to purchase a
new tongue, rear axle, and rear wheel hubs, which could become costly.
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Lights Circle K offers lights as an option on all models. The light package consists of 2 LED stop, turn and
tail lights sealed in a heavy duty weather tight steel box. The LED lights are more shock resistant than standard
incandescent lights and which make them more durable for agricultural use. This is a very reasonably priced
option for the added safety value.

Circle K Lights Pictured Above
Custom Models Available Perhaps you have a diverse operation with needs different from standard models
available. Circle K Mfg. Co. can custom build a model to fit your fertilizer application needs. After all,
Circle K was the first manufacturer in the U.S. to build a NH3 running gear that accommodated the Trinity
3000 gallon tank which is currently the largest U.S. street legal anhydrous tank being manufactured, intended
for a nurse tank application. We have designed trailers large enough to accommodate twin 2000 gallon and
4000 gallon single tanks.

Twin 2000 Gallon Tanks

JD Pitstop Pro Plumbing Brackets

Hopefully this has given you more information on the various differences in NH3 running gears
available. Circle K products use only the finest materials available. We don’t want to build the cheapest,
only the best at a fair price. Please feel free to contact us if you would like to speak with some of our
satisfied customers in 18 states. Compare features, quality, and prices, if you do not decide on a Circle K
product, please call and tell us why. We strive to build the most durable products available to withstand
the most demanding applications.
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Options

Front Fenders

Torsion Axle Suspension

We Stock New 1000, 1450, 2000, and 3000 gal. Tanks

Circle K can provide various plumbing options specific to your application.

Shipping Available Anywhere in the US. & Canada

Thank You for Considering Circle K Products. Please Contact Us for Model Details & Complete Catalog of Products.
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